Harnessing the Power
of a Fortune 500® Leader
A Fortune 500® company, EMCOR Group, Inc. (NYSE: EME) is a
leader in mechanical and electrical construction, industrial and energy
infrastructure, and building services. With unmatched experience,
broad reach, and local execution, EMCOR Group specializes in planning,
installing, operating, maintaining, and protecting the sophisticated
and dynamic systems that create facility environments. This includes
systems such as electrical, mechanical, lighting, air conditioning,
heating, security, fire protection, and power generation.
EMCOR works in virtually every sector of the economy for a diverse
range of businesses, organizations, and public sector clients.
Combining the strength of an industry leader with the knowledge
and care of over 170 locations, the 33,000+ skilled employees of
EMCOR have undertaken and completed some of the country’s most
ambitious projects.

Safety is Job #1.
EMCOR’s safety performance consistently remains strong year after
year with a current rate that surpasses competitors 60–75% and ranks
66% lower than the Bureau of Labor Statistics industry average.
(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Industry Average for Specialty Contractors
NAICS 238, 2012-2017)

How Can We Help You?
We offer hourly, daily, weekly and monthly rates.

Contact Us: info@southernindustrial.com
Raleigh
Shorty Webb, General Manager
Russell Cales: 919.612.8804
Gary Brown: 919.909.6337
Columbia
Paul Daurity: 803.530.2728
www.southern-crane.com
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A FULL-SERVICE
CRANE COMPANY
Southern Crane, an operating
division of Southern Industrial
Constructors (SIC), is one of
the oldest and largest crane
and rigging companies in the
Southeast—providing fullservice operations from Raleigh,
Wilmington, and Columbia.

EQUIPMENT
Crane and rigging services are
provided with cranes ranging
from 28 to 1,000 tons. All of our
cranes are state of the art and
certified annually.
»» Hydraulic and
Conventional Cranes
»» Turnkey Engineered
Crane Lifts to 1,000 Tons
»» Turnkey Crane and
Rigging Services
»» All Operators are
NCCCO-Certified
»» 24-Hour and Emergency Service
»» Trucking Services
»» Boom Trucks 28 ton to 50 ton
»» Truck Cranes 40 ton to 110 ton
»» All-Terrain Cranes 90 ton
to 600 ton
»» Crawler Cranes up to 1,000 ton

EMCOR VALUES

MISSION FIRST
INTEGRITY

In everything we do

DISCIPLINE
Execution with precision, e fficiency, competence
and professionalism

TRANSPARENCY
Sharing information to facilitate communication

PEOPLE ALWAYS
MUTUAL RESPECT A
 ND TRUST
Treating people with dignity and consideration and
encouraging openness and cooperation

COMMITMENT TO SAFETY
Zero accidents

TEAMWORK
Working together to develop and unleash o ur full
potential to achieve exceptional results for our customers
and shareholders

